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Abstract
Constant-space linear-time string-matching algorithms are usually very sophisticated. Most of
them consist of two phases: (very technical) preprocessing phase and searching phase. An
exception is one-phase Crochemore’s algorithm (Theoret. Comput. Sci. 92 (1992) 33). It is an
on-line version of Knuth–Morris–Pratt algorithm (KMP) with “on-the-*y” computation of pattern
shifts (as approximate periods). In this paper we explore further Crochemore’s approach, and
construct alternative algorithms which are di:erently structured. In Crochemore’s algorithm the
approximate-period function is restarted from inside, which means that several internal variables
of this function are changing globally, also Crochemore’s algorithm strongly depends on the
concrete implementation of approximate-periods computation. We present a simple modi;cation
of KMP algorithm which works in O(1) space, O(n) time for any function which computes
periods or approximate periods in O(1)-space and linear time. The approximate-period function
can be treated as a black box. We identify class of patterns, self-maximal words, which are
especially well suited for Crochemore-style string matching. A new O(1)-space string-matching
algorithm, MaxSu.x-Matching, is proposed in the paper, which gives yet another example of
applicability of maximal su#xes.
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1. Introduction
The two very classical algorithms in “stringology” are Knuth–Morris–Pratt (KMP)
algorithms and algorithm computing lexicographically maximal su#x MaxSuf(w) of
the word w. In [1] Crochemore has shown how to marry KMP with MaxSuf to
achieve single-phase constant-space linear-time string-matching on-line algorithm. “On-
line” means here that only the symbols of the longest pre;x of P occurring in T
are read. We pursue Crochemore’s approach. Assume that the pattern and the text
are given as read-only tables P and T , where |P|6|T |= n. We count space as the
number of additional integer registers (each in the range [0 : : : n]) used in the algo-
rithm. The string-matching problem consists in ;nding all occurrences of P in T . The
algorithms solving this problem with linear cost and (simultaneously) constant space
are the most interesting and usually the most sophisticated. The ;rst constant-space lin-
ear time algorithm was given by Galil and Seiferas [6]. Later Crochemore and Perrin
[2] have shown how to achieve 2n comparisons algorithm preserving small amount of
memory. Alternative algorithms were presented in [7,8]. The KMP
algorithm is O(1)-space algorithm except the table for shifts (or, equivalently,
periods). The natural approach to constant-space algorithms is to get rid of these
tables. We show how it can be done in di:erent ways by employing Crochemore’s
approach [1]:
linear-space table ⇒ function computable in O(1)-space and linear time:
The above approach lacks details and is not a full receipt, some unsophisticated al-
gorithmic engineering related to technicalities of KMP algorithm is needed. In this
paper we do not pursue the issue of the exact number of symbol comparisons, which
is usually not a dominating part in the whole complexity. We will be satis;ed with
linear time, as long as the algorithm is reasonably simple. From a teaching point
of view, it is desirable to have a linear time O(1)-space algorithm which is easily
understandable.
2. KMP algorithm with exact and approximate shifts
KMP algorithm aligns P with T starting at some position i and ;nds the longest
partial match: P[1 : : : j] =T [i + 1 : : : i + j]. Then KMP makes a shift, determined by
the size j of the partial match. The shifts are precomputed and stored in an array, and
they are exactly the periods of P[1 : : : j] for j¿1. Consequently, we use periods in
place of shifts. If j=0 then the shift is forced to be 1. Let period(x) be the size of
the shortest period of a word x.
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Denote Period(j)= period(P[1 : : : j]) for j¿1 and Period(0)= 0.
Algorithm KMP1
i := 0; j := 0;
while i6n− m do
begin
while j¡m and P[j + 1]=T [i + j + 1] do j= j + 1;
{MATCH: } if j=m then report match at i;
i := i +max{1;Period(j)}; j := j − Period(j);
end;
It is much easier to compute in O(1) space an approximate period. De;ne
ApprPeriod(j)=


Period(j) if Period(j)6 j2 ;
nil if Period(j)¿j2 :
We say that a text x is periodic i: period(x)6|x|=2. Hence the function ApprPeriod
gives the value of periods for periodic texts only. The function ApprPeriod is com-
puted in very simple MaxSuf-and-Period algorithm presented in the last section for
completeness. We substitute the function of exact period by ApprPeriod and modify
the KMP1 algorithm as follows.
Algorithm KMP2
i := 0; j := 0;
while i6n− m do
begin
while j¡m and P[j + 1]=T [i + j + 1] do j= j + 1;
MATCH: if j=m then report match at i;
period :=ApprPeriod(j);
if period = nil then begin i := i +  j+12 ; j := 0 end
else {Periodic-Case: }
begin i := i +max{1; period}; j= j − period end
end;
The following fact is well known and used in many constant-space string-matching
algorithms.
Theorem 1. Algorithms KMP1 and KMP2 work in linear time if the values of
ApprPeriod and Period are available in constant time.
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3. O(1)-space version of KMP without preprocessing for very special patterns:
SpecialCase-KMP
There is one very special class of patterns for which exact period O(1)-space
computation is trivial: self-maximal patterns. These are the patterns P such that
MaxSuf (P) =P. Maximal su.xes play important role in the computation of periods
for three reasons:
(1) if P is periodic then period(MaxSuf (P))= period(P),
(2) if P is self-maximal then each of its pre;xes is,
(3) if P is self-maximal then period(P) can be trivially computed by the following
function:
function Naive-Period(j);
period := 1;
for i := 2 to j do
if P[i] =P[i − period] then period := i;
return (period);
Example. The function Naive-Period usually gives incorrect output for non-self-max-
imal words; for example, consider the string: P=(aba)6ab= abaabaabaabaabaabaa.
The consecutive values of period computed by the function for consecutive posi-
tions are:
a b a a b a a b a a b a a b a a b a a
1 2 2 4 5 5 7 8 8 10 11 11 13 14 14 16 17 17 19
Hence Naive-Period(19)= 19, for P=(aba)6a, while Period(19)= 3.
The proof of the following lemma can be easily extracted from the correctness of
maximal su#x algorithm, see [3]. A very informal justi;cation is given in
Fig. 1.
Lemma 1. Assume P is a self-maximal string. If P[j − P(j − 1)] =P[j] then
Period(j) = j. The function Naive-Period computes correctly the exact period
of P.
We can embed the computation of Naive-Period(j) directly into KMP algorithm
using Crochemore’s approach. Period(j)= period is computed here “on-the-*y” in
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Fig. 1. Assume in the algorithm Naive-Period P[ j−Period( j−1)] =P[ j]. Then a=P[ j]; b=P[ j−period],
and a¡b, where period =Period( j−1). If Period( j)¡j then, due to two periods, zb is subword of P[1 : : : j]
and za is a pre;x of P. Then zb is a proper subword of P[1 : : : j − 1] which is lexicographically greater
than P. This contradicts self-optimality of P. Hence Period( j)= j.
especially simple way.
Algorithm SpecialCase-KMP
i := 0; j := 0; period := 1;
while i6n− m do
begin
while j¡m and P[j + 1]=T [i + j + 1] do
begin
j= j + 1; if j¿period and P[j] =P[j − period]
then period := j end;
{MATCH: } if j=m then report match at i;
i := i + period ;
if j¿2 · period then j := j − period ;
else begin j := 0; period := 1 end;
end;
4. A simple two-phase version of KMP: MaxSux-Matching
Assume we know the decomposition P= u · v, where v=MaxSuf (P). Then the al-
gorithm SpecialCase-KMP can be used to report each occurrence of v. We convert this
algorithm into an O(1)-space algorithm for general patterns by testing in a naive way
some occurrences of u to the left of v. If v starts at i then uv can start at i − |u|. We
do not need to do it for each occurrence of v due to the following fact. Assume that
0 is a special default occurrence of v.
Lemma 2 (Key lemma). Assume i is an actual occurrence of v in T and the previous
occurrence is prev. If i−prev¡|u| then there is no occurrence of uv at position i−|u|.
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Proof. The maximal su#x v of P can start only in one place in P.
Algorithm Informal-MaxSu.x-Matching
Let P= uv, where v=MaxSuf (P);
Search for v with algorithm SpecialCase-KMP;
for each occurrence i of v in T do
Let prev be the previous occurrence of v
if i − prev¿|u| then
if u occurs to the left of v then report match;
{occurrence of u is tested in a naive way}
Example. Consider the decomposition of the 7th Fibonacci word and history of the
algorithm MaxSu.x-matching on an example text, see Fig. 2.
P = Fib7 = abaababaabaababaababa =
u︷ ︸︸ ︷
abaababaabaa |
v︷ ︸︸ ︷
babaababa
T = abaabaa
v︷ ︸︸ ︷
babaababa baa
v︷ ︸︸ ︷
babaababa abaa
v︷ ︸︸ ︷
babaababa ba
We embed the tests for u into the algorithm SpecialCase-KMP and obtain less informal
description of the algorithm. The tests u=T [i− |u|+1 : : : i] are being done in a naive
way. If v=MaxSuf (P) is known then it is a particularly simple O(1)-space matching
algorithm.
Algorithm MaxSu.x-Matching
i := 0; j := 0; period := 1; prev := 0;
while i6n− |v| do
begin
while j¡|v| and v[j + 1]=T [i + j + 1] do
begin
j= j + 1; if j¿period and v[j] = v[j − period]
then period := j end;
{MATCH OF v: } if j= |v| then begin
if i − prev¿|u| and u=T [i − |u|+ 1 : : : i]
then report match at i − |u|; prev := i;
end
i := i + period ; if j¿2 · period then j := j − period
else begin j := 0; period := 1 end;
end;
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Fig. 2. The decomposition of the 7th Fibonacci word and history of MaxSu.x-Matching on an example
text T . Only for the third occurrence of v we check if there is an occurrence of u (underlined segment)
to the left of this occurrence of v, because gaps between previous occurrences of v are too small. The ;rst
occurrence is too close to the beginning of T .
Theorem 2. The algorithm MaxSu.x-Matching works in linear time and constant
space. It makes at most n extra symbol comparisons with respect to the total costs
of searching for v.
Proof. Additional naive tests for u are related to disjoint segments of T , due to
Lemma 2, and altogether take at most n extra symbol comparisons.
5. Simple O(l)-space versions of KMP without preprocessing
Let us treat Period and ApprPeriod as functions computable in linear time with O(1)-
space. This converts algorithms KMP1 and KMP2 into constant-space algorithms. Are
the algorithms KMP1 and KMP2 still linear time algorithms? The answer is “No”. The
counterexamples are given, for example, by highly periodic texts: P= an; T = an−1ban.
To deal with periodic cases, we add memory to remember the last value of period
and the range of its applicability. We use the following obvious fact:
Same-Period-Property:
Period(R)= period ⇒ ∀(i ∈ [2 · period : : : R]) Period(i)= period
The value of j is remembered in the additional register R. Whenever we need later
Period(j) for a new value of j which is still in the range [2 · period : : : R] we do not
need to recompute it due to Same-Period-Property. In KMP1 we simply insert
if j =∈ [2 · period : : : R] then
begin period :=Period(j); R := j end;
In KMP2 we have to change Period to ApprPeriod and take care additionally of
situation period = nil. Observe that our modi;cations of KMP1 and KMP2 look rather
cosmetic. The only new variables are period and R and the tables of periods are treated
as functions. This is rather naive approach, though e:ective, and to reduce constant
coe#cients the algorithms should be tuned up further, resulting possibly in great loss
of simplicity. Surprisingly such a rough approach guarantees linear time, assuming that
computation of periods each time takes linear time. The modi;ed algorithms KMP1 and
KMP2 are named ConstantSpace-KMP1 and Constant Space-KMP2. For technical
reasons assume Period(0)=ApprPeriod(0)= 0.
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We obtain now two very simple algorithms whose description and correctness are
trivial but analysis is not.
We analyse both algorithms together. The complexity of the algorithms di:ers from
KMP1 and KMP2 by the cost of computing the periods, and this costs can be charged
to the lengths j of partial matches for which the period functions are called. A partial
match of P is an alignment of P with T over a segment [i+1 : : : i+ j] in T such that:
P[1 : : : j] =T [i+ 1 : : : i+ j] and (P[j+ 1] =T [i+ j+ 1] or j=m). We identify in this
proof partial match with the segment of T equal to [i+ 1 : : : i+ j] as well as with the
text T [i + 1 : : : i + j].
De;ne partial match as an expensive match if for this partial match we compute
one of the functions Period or ApprPeriod.
Algorithm Constant-Space-KMP1
i := 0; j := 0; period := n; R := 0;
while i6n− m do
begin
while j¡m and P[j + 1]=T [i + j + 1] do j= j + 1;
{MATCH: } if j=m then report match at i;
if j =∈ [2 · period : : : R] then
begin period :=Period(j); R := j end;
i := i +max{1; period}; j= j − period
end end;
Algorithm Constant-Space-KMP2
i := 0; j := 0; period := n; R := 0;
while i6n− m do
begin
while j¡m and P[j + 1]=T [i + j + 1] do j= j + 1;
MATCH: if j=m then report match at i;
if period = nil or j =∈ [2 · period : : : R] then
begin period :=ApprPeriod(j); R := j end;
if period¿nil then begin i := i +  j+12 ; j := 0 end
else begin i := i +max{1; period}; j= j − period end
end;
We say that position j + 1 breaks periodicity if Period(j)¡Period(j + 1), in other
words P[j + 1− Period(j)] =P[j + 1].
Lemma 3. Assume position j + 1 breaks periodicity. Then for any r¿j Period(r)¿
j − Period(j).
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Fig. 3. If j + 1 breaks periodicity (a = b) then next period should be large.
Proof (By contradiction). Assume Period(r)6j−Period(j), and period=Period(j),
period′=Period(r). Then j+1−period−period′¿j+1−period− (j−period)¿1,
so P[j+1−period′] =P[j+1] and P[j+1−period−period′] = P[j+1−period]. We
have that j+1−period′¡j, so the period of j applies and P[j+1−period′] =P[j+
1−period′], see Fig. 3. It would imply P[j+1]=P[j+1−period], a contradiction.
If an expensive match x starts at i and next one starts at j, then we say that j−i is the
shift of x and write EShift(x)= j−i. If y is the expensive match following x then write
NextEShift(x)=EShift(y). If x is the last match then EShift(x)=NextEShift(x)= |x|.
Lemma 4. If x is an expensive match then EShift(x)¡|x|=3⇒NextEShif (x)¿|x|=3.
Proof. We can assume that Period(j)= period6|x|=3, otherwise the ;rst shift would
be at least |x|=3. Consider ;rst three cases when |x|= j¡m. x corresponds in T to
interval [i; i+ j+1], see Fig. 4. We have: P[1; j] =T [i; i+ j]; P[j+1] =T [i+ j+1].
Case 1 (Fig. 4): |x|¡m; T [i+j+1] =P[j+1−period]. The pattern is shifted several
times by distance period until the partial match shrinks to the size less than 2 · period .
All partial matches until this moment are not expensive since the same period occurred
at least twice. Since period6|x|=3 we have EShift(x)¿|x| − 2 · period¿|x|=3.
Case 2 (Fig. 4): |x|¡m; T [i+j+1]=P[j+1−period], and T [i+j+r] =P[i+j+r]
for r6period . Next partial match (which is not necessarily an expensive one) is at
most |x|.
After the ;rst shift the situation is the same as in Case 1. All partial matches are
non-expensive, till the moment when the match shrinks and the shift becomes large
enough.
Case 3 (Fig. 5): |x|¡m; T [i + j + 1]=P[j + 1− period]; |y|¿j + 1, where y is
next partial match. |y|¿|x| and y is necessarily expensive since its length exceeds R.
Now position j + 1 breaks periodicity and Lemma 3 applies. The new period is at
least j − period, and possibly approximate period does not give correct value. In this
case, NextEShift(x)¿(j − period)=2¿|x|=3.
Case 4: |x|=m. The algorithm makes several shifts of the whole pattern over itself
(without necessity to recompute the period) until a mismatch is hit. Several shifts
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Fig. 4. Cases 1 and 2.
Fig. 5. Case 3.
without recomputing the period are done until the current partial match shrinks to the
word no longer than 2 · Period(m). The same argument as in Case 1 applies.
Theorem 3. Assume Period(j) and ApprPeriod(j) can be computed in O(j) time with
O(1) space. Then the algorithms Constant-Space-KMPl and Constant-Space-KMP2
report each occurrence of the pattern in linear time with constant space. Both
algorithms are on-line: they only read the symbols of the longest pre<x of P occur-
ring in the text.
Proof. We only need to prove that the total cost of all calls to Period or ApprPeriod
is linear, due to Theorem 1. Due to Lemma 4 expensive matches are amortized by
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their shifts or the next shits. Hence the cost is O(n) since total size of all shifts is
linear.
Corollary 1. Both algorithms can compute the exact period of the pattern within the
same complexity, by searching P in T =P and starting from the second position.
Corollary 2. The algorithm Constant-Space-KMP1 with function Period replaced by
Naive-Period solves string-matching problem for self-maximal patterns in O(1)-space
and linear time.
6. Maximal su/xes and approximate periods
For completeness we include small space computation of approximate periods and
maximal su#xes. Our presentation di:ers from previously known ones, see [3,5], its
main component is our (very simple) function Naive-Period. We convert ;rst the
function Naive-Period into a computation of the length of the longest self-maximal
pre;x of a given text x together with its shortest period.
function Longest-SelfMax-Pre<x(x);
period := 1;
for i := 2 to |x| do
if x[i]¡x[i − period] then period := i
else if x[i]¿x[i − period] then
return (i − 1; period)
return (|x|; period) {there was no return earlier};
We use the computation of Longest-SelfMax-Pre<x as a key component in the
maximal su#x computation for the whole text.
function MaxSuf -and-Period(P); {|P|=m}
j := 1;
repeat
(k; period) :=Longest-SelfMax-Pre<x(P[j : : : m]);
if k =m− j + 1 then return (P[j : : : m]; period)
else j := j + k − (k mod period)
Technically, the last function returns only the starting position of the maximal su#x,
to economize space. We use the function MaxSuf-and-Period to compute
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approximate periods.
function ApprPeriod(x);
(v; period) :=MaxSuf -and-Period(x);
if |v|¿|x|=2 and period is a period of x
{test naively if positions in [1 : : : |x| − |v|] obey periodicity}
then return period else return nil;
The algorithms in this section are a di:erent presentation of well-known algorithms
for maximal su#xes and the proof of the following result can be found, for example,
in [3].
Lemma 5. MaxSu.x-and-Period algorithm runs in O(|x|) time with O(1) space. It
makes less than 2 |x| letter comparisons. If x is periodic then the exact period of x
is returned.
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